potential
therapy
significant vengeance pursuit
warrant
commitment regained
galvanized linoleum
reverently creased
circulation hypnotic
noticeably awnings
trance
talons
verdict
quizzically scouring
diminished reluctantly

1.

Cole’s injuries have caused permanent problems with the _________________
of his blood.
2. Physical _________________ is often recommended for victims of traumatic
injuries such as the ones Cole sustained.
3. The temperature has increased _______________ since Wednesday, although
the forecast was for cooler temperatures at the week’s end.
4. If you save ten percent of the money you earn throughout your life, it will
eventually add up to a ______________ amount that can be invested and earn
interest and dividends.
5. The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution requires that a search ________ be
issued before law enforcement can search and/or seize one’s property.
6. The Sixth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States requires that
someone accused of a crime receive “a speedy and public trial” in which the
_______________ will be decided by a jury of citizens who hear all the evidence.
7. Cole’s pain returned with a _________________ before Rosey gave him more
painkillers.
8. The toddler looked at his mother _______________ when she scolded him for
trying to touch the stove; he clearly didn’t understand why this was a
problem.
9. Driving around in Liberty, I am constantly _______________ the trees on the
sides of the road, hoping another deer doesn’t emerge from them and run
into the street.
10.Although not normally very attractive on a home, ________________ can
provide a barrier against bright summertime sun and keep your energy bills
down.
11.If you ever needed to transport a rodent, it would be most helpful to have
____________; however, most people don’t, and would need to find another
solution to this tricky problem.
12.The police were in ______________ of the fleeing criminal for less than a
minute, because the brilliant would-be robber forgot to put gas in the
getaway car.
13.The bear’s ________________ gaze made Cole gasp for breath.
14.He stood frozen, unable to move, as if in a ________________.
15.Someone who is very good at math and science probably has the
__________________ to enter the field of medicine or biosciences.
___16. What was the effect of Cole’s decision to try to kill the Spirit Bear?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Cole will never have full use of his right hand again
Cole was forced to cook and eat a mouse
This was the beginning of a lifelong love of hunting
Cole will have stiff joints due to damaged cartilage & muscle
A and b only
A and d only
B and d only

